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Abstract 

In this paper it is described how a combination of semantic labelling, polynomial 
interpretations, recursive path order and the dependency pair method can be used for 
automatically proving termination of an extensive class of string rewriting systems 
(SRSs). The tool implementing these techniques is called TORPA: Termination of 
Rewriting Proved Automatically. All termination proofs generated by TORPA are 
easy to read and check, but for many of them finding a termination proof for the 
same SRS would be a hard job for a human. This paper contains all underlying 
theory, deBcribes how search for a termination proof is implemented, and includes 
many examples. 

1 Introduction 

In the last few decades many techniques have been developed for proving termination 
of rewriting. In the last years work in this area concentrates on proving termination 
automatically: the development of tools by which a rewrite system can be entered and 
by which fUlly automatically a termination proof is generated. A strong impulse in the 
development of these tools was given by the contest on the International Workshop on 
Termination in Valencia in June 2003, which is planned to be the first in a regular series 
of contests. 

In this paper we describe the tool TORPA: Termination of Rewriting Proved Automat
ically. This tool has been developed by the author. After having ideas in mind for years 
the actual implementation started in July 2003. 

The present version only works on string rewriting. On the one hand this is a strong 
restriction compared to general term rewriting. On the other hand string rewriting is a 
natural and widely accepted paradigm with full computational power. For instance, Taring 
machine computation can be seen as a particular way of string rewriting. To illustrate the 
power of string rewriting, in Section 7 we will represent the well-known Collatz problem 
as the termination property of a surprisingly small SRS. 
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There are many small SRSs from a wide variety of origins for which termination is 
proved fully automatically by TORPA within a fraction of a second. For some of them all 
other techniques for automatically proving termination seem to fail, being a justification 
of writing this paper. 

The main feature of TORPA is that an SRS is given as input and that TORPA generates 
a proof that this SRS is terminating. This proof is given in text. It is given in such a way 
that any human familiar with the basic techniques used in TORPA as they are described 
in this paper, can easily read and check the proof. The four basic techniques used are 

• polynomial interpretations ([12]), 

• recursive path order ([5]), 

• semantic labelling ([15]), and 

• dependency pairs ([1]). 

Polynomial interpretations and recursive path order are complete techniques to prove ter
mination, while semantic labelling and dependency pairs are techniques for transforming 
an SRS to another one in such a way that termination of the original SRS can be concluded 
from ( relative) termination of the transformed SRS. Semantic labelling can be seen as the 
most important transformation used in TORPA. 

TORPA is applicable for proving relative termination rather than termination. The 
property of relative termination of an SRS R relative to an SRS S means that any reduction 
with respect to R U S contains at most finitely many R-steps. If S = 0 this coincides with 
termination of R. The reason that relative termination is included is twofold: 

• There are applications in which the problem to be solved can naturally be expressed 
as relative termination, and not as termination. In particular here we think of liveness 
problems. 

• The technique of dependency pairs can be seen as a technique by which termination 
of a rewrite system is proved via proving relative termination of a transformed rewrite 
system. In this way in our implementation of the dependency pair method techniques 
for proving relative termination are used to prove plain termination of an SRS. 

For all of the four basic techniques we do not use the full general version but only a 
particular case suitable for automation. On the other hand the techniques are extended 
to cover relative termination rather than termination. The power of TORPA is not in the 
techniques themselves (all of them are well-known for several years), but in the way various 
instances of them are combined yielding both power and efficiency. 

In this paper we describe and motivate the choices of the instances of the four tech
niques, and give many examples of proofs as they are generated by TORPA. For each of 
the techniques we give a self-contained exposure of the soundness, except for recursive path 
order which plays only a minor role in TORPA. It turns out that for each of the other 
three techniques the proof of correctness can be given in no more than one page. 
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Other tools like TTT ([9]), CiME ([4]) and AProVE ([6]) combine dependency pairs and 
path orders too, and apply them much more involved then we do. The tool Termptation 
([3]) is based on semantic path order. They turn out to be the best tools for proving 
termination of term rewriting of the moment. However, applied to small SRSs these tools 
appear to be much weaker than TORPA. 

A completely different approach is chosen in the tool MatchBox [7]). By this tool 
match-boundedness of SRSs can be proved automatically, proving termination of the SRS. 
For many small SRSs this turns out to be a remarkably strong tool: it is able to prove 
termination automatically for many SRSs for which TORPA fails. However, there are 
many terminating SRSs for which match-boundedness does not hold, hence MatchBox 
fails, while termination is easily proved by TORPA. 

Mainly due to the use of semantic labelling TORPA is able to prove (relative) termi
nation of a great number of SRSs. It has been thought by several people that semantic 
labelling is unsuitable for automatically finding termination proofs since a (quasi-)model 
has to be chosen. However, by restricting to (quasi-)models consisting of only two elements 
it turns out that the number of candidates for (quasi-)models is not too big, and trying 
several of these candidates is a fruitful approach. This approach to semantic labelling can 
be seen as the core of TORPA. By absence of general heuristics for choosing a (quasi
)model the program often tries a number of randomly chosen attempts. It turns out that 
by trying typically 100 valid (quasi-)models this approach works surprisingly well. In the 
full program such a search in 100 randomly generated (quasi- )models is executed for many 
variants of the given SRS. 

All four techniques can be applied to term rewriting rather than string rewriting. How
ever, it is not always clear how our choices of using the techniques generalize to term 
rewriting maintaining the balance between power and tractability. Moreover, TORPA 
strongly uses the observation that an SRS is terminating if and only if its reverse is termi
nating. Here its reverse is the SRS obtained by reversing all its lhs's and rhs's of its rule. 
A similar transformation is not available for general term rewriting. Applying the ideas of 
TORPA to term rewriting is object of further research. 

TORPA is freely available in two versions: 

• A full version written in Delphi with a graphical user interface, including facilities 
for editing SRSs. The executable file of this version is available. This nills directly 
in a Windows environment without any installation. Detailed information about the 
input format is obtained by pushing the help button in this program . 

• A plain version written in Pascal. Here the SRS should be given as the input and the 
text of the termination proof will be given as the output. The generated text should 
be exactly the same as in the first version, up to differences in the used random 
generator. It has the facility to apply the tool on a sequence of SRSs rather than 
only one. From this version the source code is available. This code is in standard 
format as accepted e.g. by Free Pascal and GNU Pascal, both being freely available 
for all standard platforms. 
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Both versions can be down-loaded from 

www.win.tue.nl/-hzantema/torpa.html 

where also detailed information is given about the input format for the plain Pascal version. 
The present version is called version l.l. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. First we give preliminaries of string rewriting 
and relative termination. Then in four consecutive section we discuss each of the four 
basic techniques. Next the Collatz problem is discussed as an example showing the power 
of string rewriting, applying techniques developed in this paper and even applying TORPA 
in a proof. In the final section we give conclusions and discuss further research. Throughout 
the paper various examples of TORPA output is given. To distinguish text generated by 
TORPA from the text of the paper the text generated by TORPA is always given in 
typewriter font. 

2 Preliminaries 

A string rewrite system (SRS) over an alphabet Z; is a set R ~ Z;+ x Z;*. Elements (1,7') E R 
are called r!tle$ and are written as I -t 7'; I is called the left hand side (Ihs) and 7' is called 
the right hand side (rhs) of the rule. In TORPA format the arrow -t is written by the two 
symbols ->. A string S E Z;* rewrites to a string t E Z;* with respect to an SRS R, written 
as S -t R t if strings 'It, v E Z;* and a rule I -t 7' E R exist such that s = 'ltlv and t = U7'V. 

An SRS R is called terminating if no infinite sequence t l , t 2, t 3, ... exists such that 
t; -t R ti+ \ for all i = 1,2,3, .... Termination is also called $trong normalization; therefore 
the property of R being terminating is written as SN (R). 

An SRS R is called terminating relative to an SRS 8, written as SN(R/8), ifno infinite 
sequence t \ , t 2, t 3, ... exists such that 

• t; -tRUS ti+1 for all i = 1,2,3, ... , and 

• t; -t R ti+ \ for infinitely many values of i. 

Sometimes the notation R/8 is used for the rewrite relation -ts . -t R . -ts; it is easy to see 
that SN(R/8) coincides with termination of this rewrite relation. By definition SN(R/8) 
and SN (R/ (8 \ R)) are equivalent. Therefore we will use the notation SN (R/ 8) only for 
Rand 8 being disjoint. In writing an SRS R u 8 for which we want to prove SN(R/8) we 
write the rules of R by I -t 7' and the rules of 8 by I -t= 7'. In TORPA format the arrow 
-t= is written by the three symbols ->=. The rules from R are called $trict rules; the rules 
from 8 are called non-$trict rules. 

First we prove a simple but very fruitful theorem for stepwise proving relative termi
nation. 

Theorem 1 Let R, 8, R' and 8' be 8R8$ for 'Which 

• Ru8=R'u8', 
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• R n 8 = R' n 8' = 0, 

• SN(RI/8'), and 

• SN((R n 8 ')/(8 n 8 ')). 

Then SN(R/8). 

Proof: Assume any infinite reduction with respect to R U 8 = R' U 8 ' . Since SN(RI/8' ) 
after finitely many steps this reduction only consists of 8 '-steps. Since SN((Rn81)/(8n8')) 
after again finitely many steps the remaining part consists only of 8 n 8 '-steps, all being 
8-steps. Since R n 8 = 0 we conclude that the assumed infinite reduction contains only 
finitely many R-steps. Hence we proved SN(R/8). 0 

The way we will use Theorem 1 is as follows. If we have to prove SN(R/8) then we 
try to split up R U 8 into two disjoint parts R' and 8 ' for which R' i 0 and SN (R' / 8 ' ). If 
this succeeds then we may weaken the proof obligation SN(R/8) to SN((Rn81)/(8n8')), 
i.e., all rules from R' may be removed. This process is repeated as long as it is applicable. 
If after a number of steps R n 8 ' = 0 then SN((R n 8 ')/(8 n 8 ')) trivially holds and the 
desired proof has been given. 

As an example we consider the SRS consisting of the following three rules: 

o,b -t bo" bc -t cb, co, -t o,c. 

We want to prove termination of this SRS. Doing this in one step is not that easy, but 
proving SN(RI/8') turns out to be very simple for R' consisting of the last rule and 8 ' 
consisting of the first two rules, as we will see in the next section. Hence by Theorem 1 
the last rule may be removed and it suffices to prove termination of the first two rules. In 
TORPA this will be done by another two applications of Theorem 1 each removing one 
rule. Then termination of the original SRS has been proved since no rules remain. 

Next we give some basic observations on reversing strings. For a string s write srev for 
its reverse. For an SRS R write 

R rev = { lrev -t Trev I -t l' E R}. 

Lemma 2 Let Rand 8 be disjoint 8R8s. Then SN(R/8) if and only ifSN(Rrev/8rev). 

Proof: This follows from the observation that if s -t R t for any SRS R then srev -t R'" t rev . 
o 

Lemma 2 is strongly used in TORPA: if SN(R/8) has to be proved then all techniques 
are not only applied on R/8 but also on R rev / 8 rev . Where 100 is the default basic number 
of attempts done in trying to find a suitable labelling in a fixed setting, the full number of 
attempts is 12 times this basic number or more before TORPA gives up. For each of these 
at least 1200 candidate SRSs both polynomial interpretations and recursive path order are 
tried, again both for the SRS itself and its reverse. Due to this number of candidate SRSs 
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and the fact that such a candidate SRS may have up to four times as many distinct symbols 
as the original SRS as we will see, in the implementation polynomial interpretations and 
recursive path order efficiency is important and extensive search should be avoided. As 
a rule of thumb we apply that O(n2rn) is the highest allowed complexity where n is the 
number of distinct symbols and rn is the size of the SRS. 

Another way of reversing is given as follows: for any SRS R define 

R-1 ={7"-tII-tr·ER}. 

It is not difficult to prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 3 Let R, 8 be finite 8R8.9 for which for every rule I -t 7" R u 8 the .9ize.9 of I and 
7" are equal. Then SN(RI8) if and only ifSN(R-1 18-1

). 

However, the requirement of all rules having both sides of equal length is that seldomly 
fulfilled that we decided not to use this lemma in TORPA. 

3 Polynomial Interpretations 

The ideas of (polynomial) interpretations go back to [12, 2]. First we give the underlying 
theory for doing this for string rewriting. 

Let it. be a non-empty set and Z; be an alphabet. Let f denote the empty string in Z;*. 

If fa : it. -t it. has been defined for every a E Z; then fs : it. -t it. is defined for every S E Z;* 

inductively as follows: 
f,(x) = x for every x E it., 

fas(x) = faUs(x)) for every x E it.,a E Z;,S E Z;*. 

Theorem 4 Let it. be a non-empty .get and let > be a well-founded order on it.. Let 
fa : it. -t it. be .9trictly monotone for every a E Z;, i.e., fa(x) > fa(Y) for every x, Y E it. 
.9ati.9jying x > y. Let Rand 8 be di.9joint 8R8.9 over Z; .mch that 

for all x E it. and I -t 7" E R, and 
fz(x) ~ fr(x) 

for all x E it. and I -t 7" E 8. Then SN(RI8). 

Proof: Assume an infinite reduction SI -t RUS S2 -t RUS S3 -t RiJS • ". Let i be any positive 
integer. Then Si = ulv and Si+ I = U7"V for some u, v E Z;* and I -t 7" E R u 8. Let x E it. be 
arbitrary. Since all fa are strictly monotone, the function fu : it. -t it. is strictly monotone 
too. Hence if I -t 7" E R we obtain 
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and if I -t 7' E S we obtain 

Since> is well-founded we conclude that the infinite inequality f81 (x) 2': f" (x) 2': fss (x) 2': 
... contains only finitely many strict inequalities, hence the infinite reduction 8 1 -t RU8 

82 -t RU8 83 -t RU8 ... contains only finitely many R-steps, which we had to prove. 0 

In the general case this approach is called monotone algebra.9 ([14, 16]). In case A 
consists of all integers> N with the usual order for some number N, and the functions fa 
are polynomials this approach is called polynomial interpretations. 

In TORPA only three distinct polynomials are used: 

• the identity, 

• the successor AX . x + 1, and 

• AX· lOx. 

For every symbol a one of these three polynomials is chosen, and then it is checked whether 
using gives rise to SN (Rj S) for some non-empty R according to Theorem 4. If so, then by 
using Theorem 1 the proof obligation can be weakened and the process is repeated. As a 
first example consider the output given by TORPA when entering the single rule o,b -t bo,: 

TORPA 1.1 is applied to the string rewriting system 
ab -> ba 

Choose polynomial interpretation: 
a: lambda x.10x, rest lambda x.x+l 
remove: ab -> ba 
Terminating since no rules remain. 

Here for fa and fb respectively AX . lOx and the successor are chosen. Since 

for every x indeed this single rule may be removed due to Theorem 4. 
In forthcoming examples of TORPA output we will omit the first lines TORPA 1.1 is 

applied to···. 
As a similar example on relative termination rather than termination consider the two 

rules o,b -t bo" a -t= ca, i.e., SN (Rj S) has to be proved where R consists of the rule 
ab -t bo, and S consists of the rule a -t ca. Now TORPA yields: 

Choose polynomial interpretation: 
a: lambda x.10x, b: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: ab - > ba 
Relatively terminating since no strict rules remain. 

As a next example consider the SRS mentioned in the previous section: 

o,b -t bo" bc -t cb, co, -t ac. 
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The reader is invited to apply his favorite technique or tool to this small SRS. As already 
indicated in the previous section TORPA repeats applying polynomial interpretations, 
yielding the following termination proof: 

Choose polynomial interpretation: 
c: lambda x.10x, a: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: ca -> ac 
Choose polynomial interpretation: 
a: lambda x.10x, b: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: ab -> ba 
Choose polynomial interpretation: 
b: lambda x.10x, c: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: be -> cb 
Terminating since no rules remain. 

Now we discuss the way how these polynomial interpretations are implemented in 
TORPA. 

Checking whether fz(x) > fr(x) or fz(x) 2': fr(x) for all x for some rule I -t T" is easily 
done: both fz(x) and fr(x) are of the shape rnx + k for rn > 0 and k 2': O. We observe that 
rnx + k > rn' x + k' for all x E A. for a suitable A. if and only if rn > rn'V (rn = rn' /\ k > k'). 
For instance, lOx > x + 19 for all x > 3, hence we may choose A. to consist of all integers 
> 3. In all cases the suitable set A. will consist of all integers > N; there is no need to 
compute N explicitly. The only thing to be done in checking whether fz(x) > fr(x) for all 
x, for given fa for every a E Z;, is computing rn, k, rn', k' such that fz (x) = rnx + k and 
fr(x) = rn'x + k', and check rn > rn'V (rn = rn' /\ k > k'). Checking whether fz(x) 2': fr(x) 
is done similarly. 

However, doing this for all possible interpretations would be too expensive. Let n be the 
number of symbols. If for all symbols all three choices for polynomials would be tried there 
would be 3n attempts, being far beyond our desired efficiency bound O(n2rn). Therefore 
a selection among these 3n combinations had to be made. In order to reach the desired 
bound on the number of attempts all relevant choices are made for which at least n - 2 
symbols have the same interpretations. These are 

• for respectively n, 1, 2, n - 1 or n - 2 symbols choose the successor, for the rest 
choose the identity; 

• for one symbol choose AX . lOx, from the remaining n - 1 symbols choose for respec
tively 1, n - 2 or all symbols the successor, for the rest choose the identity; 

• for two symbols choose AX . lOx, for the rest choose the successor; 

• for one or two symbols choose the successor, or for one the successor and for one the 
identity, and for the rest choose AX . lOx. 

For the cases in which AX . lOx is not involved essentially only a number of symbols is 
counted, and Lemma 2 is not applied since this would not increase the power. These cases 
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essentially correspond to Lemma 20 in [8]. For the other two cases Lemma 2 is applied: 
the interpretations are checked for both the SRS itself and its reverse. 

Combining AX . lOx with the identity without using successor does not make sense 
since it can easily be shown that if an interpretation of this type applies then also an 
interpretation applies combining only successor an identity. 

To show how Lemma 2 is applied consider the single rule ab -t baa. Then TORPA 
yields: 

Reverse every Ihs and rhs of the system and choose 
polynomial interpretation: 
b: lambda x.10x, a: lambda x.x+l 
remove: ab -> baa 
Terminating since no rules remain. 

Indeed, without reversing no polynomial interpretation applies. In [14] it was proved that 
even no interpretation in the natural numbers applies. But after reversing we obtain 

for all x. 
The choice of the number 10 in AX . lOx is quite arbitrary. One can make the artificial 

rule ab -t bbbbbbbbbba which can not be proved to be terminating by the present version of 
polynomial interpretations, and can be proved if AX . lOx was replaced by AX . N X for any 
N > 10. However, this rule with 10 consecutive b-s is that artificial that we do not worry 
about this. 

As a last example in this section we consider the three rules 

a -t bj, b -t c, cd -t dda. 

Here TORPA yields: 

Choose polynomial interpretation: 
f: identity, d: lambda x.x+l, rest lambda x.10x 
remove: cd -> dda 
Choose polynomial interpretation 
a: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: a -> bf 
Choose polynomial interpretation 
b: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: b -> c 
Terminating since no rules remain. 

4 Recursive Path Order 

Recursive path order is already an old technique too; it was introduced by Derschowitz [5]. 
Restricted to string rewriting it means that for a fixed order> on the finite alphabet Z;, 

called the precedence, there is an order >rpo on Z;* called recltr.9ive path order. The main 
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property of this order that if I >rpo 7' for all rules I -t 7' of an SRS R, then R is terminating. 
This order >rpo has the following defining property: s >rpo t if and only if s can be written 
as s = as' for a E Z;, and either 

• s' = t or s' >rpo t, or 

• t can be written as t = bt' for b E Z;, and either 

a > band s >rpo t', or 

a = band s' >rpo t'. 

For further details we refer to [16]. The basic idea of proving termination of an SRS using 
recursive path order is that one starts with no restrictions on the order >, and then for 
every rule I -t 7' one collects restrictions on > by which one can conclude I >rpo 7' by the 
above defining property. If this succeeds for all rules without conflicting restrictions on >, 
then termination has been proved. Here restrictions on > are conflicting if they violate 
transitivity and irreflexivity of >. For instance, by the only restriction a > b which is not 
conflicting one easily derives ab >rpo bba from the above defining property, hence proving 
SN({ab -t bba}). 

However, search for non-conflicting restrictions may include a lot of branching, causing 
this process being exponential. For a single term rewrite rule I -t 7' it has been proved in 
[10] that checking whether a precedence> exists satisfying I >rpo 7' is NP-complete. Here 
we restrict to string rewriting, but encounter similar problems on efficiency. Therefore in 
TORPA instead of full recursive path order the alternative relation >~po is used, defined 
by s >~po t if and only if s can be written as s = as' for a E Z;, and either 

• s' i2: t, or 

• t can be written as t = bt' for b E Z;, and either 

a > band s >~po t', or 

a = band s' >~po t'. 

Here s i2: t means that the string t can be obtained from s by removing zero or more 
symbols. It is easy to see that s i2: t implies s = t or s >rpo t, hence >~po~>rpo. 

If after application of polynomial interpretations SN (R/ S) has to be proven then 
TORPA tries to find a precedence > such that I >~po 7' for all rules I -t 7' E R, and 
I >~po 7' or I = 7' for all rules I -t 7' E S. For every rule this yields a number of restrictions 
of the shape a > b. Finally it is checked whether these restrictions violate transitivity 
and reflexivity of >, i.e., it is checked whether the corresponding directed graph contains 
a cycle. If not, then SN (R/ S) has been proved. All of these steps can be done efficiently. 
For instance, on the single rewrite rule abc -t bacb TORPA yields: 

Terminating by recursive path order with precedence: 
a>b b>c 
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Our version >~po is weaker than >rpo' For instance, for b > c > a we have abc >rpo cbaa 
while no precedence> exists satisfying abc >~po cbaa. However, in TORPA such a rule 
abc -t cbaa is no problem since then polynomial interpretations apply. In fact we could 
not find any example for which full recursive path order would succeed while TORPA fails. 
Therefore the present efficient version >~po is kept as the basic version of recursive path 
order which is applied a number of times as follows. 

For a symbol a and an SRS R write rema(R) for the SRS obtained by removing all occur
rences of a from all left hand sides and right hand sides of rules in R. It is easy to see that 
SN(R/S) can be concluded from SN(rema(R)/rema(S)), If there are 71 symbols the version 
of recursive path order as described above is applied 271 + 2 times in TORPA as long as no 
proof is found: for R/ Sand gev / srev, and for rema(R) /rema(S) and rema(gev) /rema(srev) 
for all symbols a. For instance, for the SRS consisting of the two rules 

apbc -t caqdbapbap, paqd -t daqdbapbap 

TORPA yields: 

Terminating since rev (1) > rever) for all rules 1 -> r 
where> is the recursive path order with precedence: 

c>p c>a c>b c>q q>p q>a q>b, after removing d 

Experience shows that most termination proofs generated by TORPA do not use recursive 
path order. One reason for this is that first always polynomial interpretations are tried, 
and polynomial interpretations are often successful for SRSs for which recursive path order 
would be successful too. Several extensions of recursive path order are possible, for instance 
using a precedence in which symbols can be equivalent. However, for the full general 
version of this extension we again would have efficiency problems; remember that typically 
1200 attempts are done on SRSs having up to 471 distinct symbols if the original SRS 
has 71 distinct symbols. Moreover, many instances of this extension are already covered 
by polynomial interpretations. For instance, if the alphabet splits up in two equivalence 
classes C l > C2 then up to exceptional rules like ab -t bbbbbbbbbba also a polynomial 
interpretation can be found by choosing fa = AX . lOx for a E C l and fa = AX . X + 1 for 
a E C2 • 

5 Semantic Labelling 

The technique of semantic labelling was introduced in [15]. Here we restrict to the version 
for string rewriting in which every symbol is labelled by the value of its argument. For this 
version we will present the theory for relative termination. Then we will show how this 
theory is applied in TORPA for the case of (quasi-)models containing only two elements. 

Fix a non-empty set A. and maps fa : A. -t A. for all a E Z; for some alphabet Z;. Let 
fs for s E Z;* be defined as before. Let Z; be the alphabet consisting of the symbols ax 
for a E Z; and X E A.. The labelling function lab: Z;* X A. -t Z;* is defined inductively as 
follows: 

lab(f, x) = f for x E A., 
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lab(sa,x) = lab(s,fa(x))ax for s E Z;*,a E Z;,x EA. 

For an SRS Rover Z; define 

lab(R) = {Iab(l,x) -t lab(r-, x) .l-t r- E R,x E A}. 

Theorem 5 Let Rand S be two disjoint SRSs over an alphabet Z;. Let> be a well-founded 
order on a non-empty set A. Let fa : A -t A be defined for all a E Z; .mch that 

• fa(x) 2': fa(Y) for all a E Z;,X,y E A sati.9jying x> y, and 

• fl(X) 2': fr(x) for alii -t r- E R uS, x E A. 

Let Dec be the SRS over Z; consisting of the ntles ax -t ay for all a E Z;, x, yEA sati.9jying 
x> y. 

Then SN(R/S) if and only ifSN(lab(R)/(lab(S) U Dec)). 

Proof: For the only-if-part assume SN (R/ S) and the existence of an infinite reduction of 
lab(R) U lab(S) U Dec containing infinitely many lab(R) steps. Remove all subscripts in this 
reduction, then every lab(R) step transforms to an R-step, every lab(S) step transforms to 
an S-step, and every Dec-step transforms to equality, contradicting SN(R/ S). 

For the converse we consider the following claim. 

Claim: If x E A and s -tR t then lab(s,x) -tlab(R)· -tOec lab(t,x). 

Choose x E A arbitrary. According to this claim applying lab(·, x) to all strings in an 
infinite Ru S reduction containing infinitely many R steps gives rise to an infinite lab(R) U 
lab(S) U Dec reduction containing infinitely many lab(R) steps, concluding the proof of the 
theorem. Hence it remains to prove the claim. In order to do so we first give two basic 
properties that we need: 

• ifu,v E Z;* and x E A then lab(uv,x) = lab(u,fv(x))lab(v,x), and 

• if u E Z;* and x, YEA, x 2': y, then lab(u, x) -tOec lab(u, y). 

Both properties can be checked directly; for the last one the condition fa(x) 2': fa(Y) for 
x > y is essential. 

For s -t R t we can write s = ulv and t = m·v for u, v E Z;* and I -t r- E R. Csing the 
above basic properties and the conditions oft he theorem we obtain 

lab(s,x) lab(ulv,x) 
lab(u, flv(x))lab(l, fv(x))lab(v, x) 

-tlab(R) lab(u, flv(x))lab(r-, fv(x))lab(v, x) 
lab(u, fzUv (x))) lab( r-, fv( x)) lab(v, x) 

-tOec lab(u, fr(fv(x)))lab(r-, fv(x))lab(v, x) 
lab(m·v, x) 
lab(t,x), 
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concluding the proof. o 

In case the relation> is empty the set it together with the functions fa for a E Z; is 
called a model for the SRS, otherwise it is called a qua$i-model. It is called a model since 
then for every rule I -t 7" the interpretation fl of I is equal to the interpretation fT of 7". 

Note that Dec = 0 in case of a model. 
The main application of Theorem 5 in TORPA is that if SN(R/ S) has to be proven then 

for a number of (quasi-)model candidates it is tried to prove SN(lab(R)/(lab(S) U Dec)). If 
this succeeds we are done. For instance, if we enter the single rule 0,0, -t abo, then TORPA 
may yield: 

Apply labelling with the following interpretation in {O,1}: 
a: constant 0 
b: constant 1 

and label every symbol by the value of its argument. 

This interpretation is a model. 

Labelled system: 
aO aO -> al bO aO 
aO al -> al bO al 

Choose polynomial interpretation 
aO : lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: aO aO -> al bO aO 
remove: aO al -> al bO al 
Terminating since no rules remain. 

In the notation of Theorem 5 this means that it = {O, I}, fa(x) = 0 and fb(x) = 1 
for x E it, R = {aa -t abo,} , S = lab(S) = Dec = 0. Since lab(aa, x) = aoax and 
lab(aba, x) = a1boax for x = 0,1, the labelled system lab(R) is as indicated, for which 
indeed a termination proof is found. 

In TORPA Theorem 5 is only applied for the case where it consists of two elements, 
named 0 and 1. For every symbol a there are four possibilities for fa : it -t it: 

fa = AX . x, fa = AX . 0, fa = AX . 1, fa = AX . 1 - x. 

Up to renaming this set it = {O, I} admits only two strict orders >: >= 0 and >= (1,0). 
For the first one (the model case) for all symbols a all four interpretations for fa are allowed, 
and the only restriction is that fl = fT for all rules I -t 7" E RUS. For the second order (the 
quasi-model case) for all symbols a only the first three interpretations for fa are allowed, 
since fa = AX ·1- X does not satisfy the requirement that fa(x) 2': fa(Y) for X > y. On the 
other hand, now the restriction on the rules is weaker: it should hold that fz(x) 2': fT(x) 
for all rules I -t 7" E R U S and X E it. 

Disallowing fa = AX' 1 - X in the quasi-model case is essential for validity of Theorem 
5. For instance, consider the SRS R consisting of the two rules abo, -t abba and ba -t a, 
and S = 0. Clearly R is not terminating. By choosing fa = AX ·0 and fb = AX . 1 - X we 
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indeed have fl(x) 2': fr(x) for both rules I -t 7' and x EA. However, SN(lab(R)/Dec) is 
easily proved by TORPA. 

Now TORPA works as follows. First the model approach is tried. For SRSs R, S for 
which SN (R/ S) has to be proved, for all a E Z; the functions fa are chosen randomly 
among the four possible functions until fl = fr for all rules I -t 7' E R uS. Since such a 
model always exists (for instance, fa = AX' X for all a E Z; always yields a model), such a 
model will always be found. Then for this choice lab(R) and lab(S) are computed, and it 
is tried to prove SN(lab(R)/lab(S)) by means of polynomial interpretations and recursive 
path order. If this succeeds the desired proof is generated, otherwise the whole procedure 
is repeated. There is a basic maximal number of attempts to be done. The default of this 
number is 100. 

lt can be the case that there are different solutions. For instance, for the single rule 
0,0, -t abo, we saw that choosing constant a for fa and constant 1 for fb was successful. 
However, fa = AX' 1 and fb = AX' 1 - X is successful too, just like a few other variants. 
Subsequent attempts to prove termination by TORPA may yield different solutions, due 
to the use of the random generator. 

In case this first series of attempts was not yet successful a similar procedure is applied 
for quasi-models: now for all a E Z; the functions fa are chosen randomly among the three 
allowed functions until fz(x) 2': fr(x) for all rules I -t 7' E R U S and X E A. Again 
such a quasi-model always exists and hence will always be found. Then it is tried to prove 
SN(lab(R)/(lab(S)UDec)) by means of polynomial interpretations and recursive path order. 
Again this is repeated up to a number of times corresponding to the basic maximal number. 

For both the model case and the quasi-model case everything is done twice as long as 
no solution is found: once for R/ S and once for R rev / srev. As an example, we consider the 
SRS consisting of the four rules 

a -t be, ab -t ba, de -t do" ae -t ca. 

Now the output of TORPA starts by 
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Reverse every lhs and rhs of the system. 

Apply labelling with the following interpretation in {O,l}: 
a: identity 

b: constant ° 
c: identity 
d: constant 1 

and label every symbol by the value of its argument. 

This is a quasi-model for 1 > 0. 

Labelled system: 
aO -> cO bO 
al -> cO bl 
bO aO -> aO bO 
bl al -> aO bl 
cl dO -> al dO 
cl dl -> al dl 
cO aO -> aO cO 
cl al -> al cl 
al ->= aO 
bl ->= bO 
cl - >= cO 
dl ->= dO 

and ends by a standard termination proof by polynomial interpretations of this labelled 
system. We are not aware of any other technique by which termination of this SRS can be 
proved. 

Still this is not yet the whole story. It can be the case that some attempt to prove 
SN(RjS) by means of proving SN(lab(R)j(lab(S) U Dec)) fails, but applying polynomial 
interpretations succeeds in removing some rules. If the remaining rules are all contained 
in lab(R') U lab(S') U Dec for R' ~ Rand S' ~ S, at least one of the inclusions being strict, 
then by applying Theorem 5 in the reverse direction it suffices to prove SN(R'jS'). In fact 
this is removal of labels. In the default setting of TORPA in trying to apply labelling it is 
checked every time whether this removal of labels can be applied. If so, then all labelling 
is forgotten and TORPA starts from scratch trying to prove SN (R' j S'). For instance, 
applying TORPA in the default setting to the two rules 

abo, -t abba, bob -t baab 

yields 
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Apply labelling with the following interpretation in {O,l}: 
a: lambda x.l-x 

b: constant 0 
and label every symbol by the value of its argument. 

This interpretation is a model. 

Labelled system: 

aO bi aO -> aO bO bi aO 
aO bO ai - > aO bO bO ai 
bi aO bO -> bO ai aO bO 
bi aO bi -> bO ai aO bi 

Choose polynomial interpretation 
bl : lambda x.x+l, rest identity 

remove: bi aO bO -> bO ai aO bO 
remove: bi aO bi -> bO ai aO bi 
Remaining rules: 

aO bi aO -> aO bO bi aO 
aO bO ai -> aO bO bO ai 

Remove all labels, remaining unlabelled system: 
aba -> abba 

Apply labelling with the following interpretation in {O,l}: 
a: constant 0 
b: lambda x.l-x 

and label every symbol by the value of its argument. 

This interpretation is a model. 

Labelled system: 
ai bO aO -> aO bi bO aO 
ai bO ai - > aO bi bO ai 

Choose polynomial interpretation 
al : lambda x.x+l, rest identity 

remove: al bO aO -> aO bl bO aO 
remove: al bO al -> aO bl bO al 
Terminating since no rules remain. 

Without removal of labels a termination proof could not have been given using the tech
niques described until now. In TORPA you may choose whether this removal of labels 
should be tried or not. In the version with the graphical user interface this is done 
by a check box that will be visible when pushing the button 'customize'; in the plain 
version this is done by adjusting the input format according the instructions given on 
www.win.tue.nl/-hzantema/torpa.html. 

If a termination proof can be found without the option of removal of labels then a 
termination proof can be found too with the option. This is due to the fact that both 
polynomial interpretations and recursive path order are robust under removal of rules. 
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Therefore the option of removal of labels is the default. However, there are examples by 
which the full termination proof is longer and therefore harder to verify if the option is on. 
For instance, this holds for the SRS 

tf -t ten 
ns -t fs 
en -t ne 

nf -t fn 
os -t fs 
eo -t oe 

of -t fo 
ef -t fe 
eo -t o. 

This is essentially the rewrite system as it appears in the first case study of liveness in 
[8]: termination of this rewrite system implies that all old processes in a waiting line will 
eventually be served. Surprisingly, by putting the option off for removal of labels, TORPA 
yields exactly the same labelling proof as was given in [8] guarded by some heuristics. 

6 Dependency Pairs 

The technique of dependency pairs was introduced in [1] and is extremely useful for au
tomatically proving termination of term rewriting. Here we only use a mild version of it, 
without explicitly doing argument filtering or dependency graph approximation. It turns 
out that often the same reduction of the problem caused by these more involved parts of 
the dependency pair technique is done by applying our versions of labelling and polynomial 
interpretations. Since we want to present dependency pairs in the terminology of relative 
termination being quite different from the original presentation in [8], and we want to be 
self-contained, we present all required theory here. In our approach we do not even need 
the basic notion of chains of dependency pairs. 

Fix R to be an SRS over an alphabet Z;. Let Z;D be the set of defined symbols of R, 
i.e., the set of symbols occurring as the leftmost symbol of the left hand side of a rule 
in R. For every defined symbol a. E Z;D we introduce a fresh symbol a. In case a. is a 
lowercase symbol then usually its capital version is used as the notation for a. In TORPA 
this convention is followed; if a. is not a lowercase symbol then instead the symbol # is put 
in front. 

Write Z; = Z; U {a. a. E Z;D}. The SRS DP(R) over Z; is defined to consist of all rules 
of the shape 

ai' -t In·1I 

for which 0.1' = I and r- = r-'br-" for some rule I -t r- in R and a., b E Z;D. Rules of DP(R) 
are called dependency pairs. In our view the main theorem of dependency pairs states that 
SN(R) if and only if SN(DP(R)/R). It is used in TORPA as follows: if proving SN(R) 
does not succeed by the earlier techniques, then these techniques are applied to trying to 
prove SN(DP(R)/ R). If this again does not succeed then finally they are applied to trying 
to prove SN(DP(Rrev )/ Rrev). In fact the desire for being able to do so was one of the 
main reasons to generalize the basic methods to relative termination and design TORPA 
to cover relative termination. 

As a first example on dependency pairs consider the two rules o.b -t e, e -t bo.. Here 
TORPA yields 
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Dependency pair transformation: 
ab -)= c 
c -)= ba 

Ab -> C 
C -> A 

Choose polynomial interpretation 
b c: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: Ab -) C 

Choose polynomial interpretation 
C: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: C -) A 

Relatively terminating since no strict rules remain. 

In order to prove the main theorem we first need a lemma. For a string s we write 
CXJ(s) if there is an infinite R-reduction starting in s, and SN(s) if not. 

Lemma 6 Let s E Z;* sati.9jy CXJ(s). Then s can be 'Written as s = nav for a E Z;D, 

n, v E Z;* .mch that w, x E Z;* and /tor- E R exist .mch that SN(v), v -tR w, aw = Ix and 
CXJ(r-x). 

Proof: Choose s = nav for a E Z;, n, v E Z;* such that SN(v) and CXJ(av). Then an infinite 
reduction of av should contain a reduction step on its leftmost position. Let Ix -t R r-x be 
the first one. Then all desired properties hold. 0 

Theorem 7 Let R be any SRS. Then SN(R) if and only ifSN(DP(R)/R). 

Proof: For the if-part assume CXJ(s) for s E Z;*; we have to prove that there is an infinite 
DP(R) U R-reduction containing infinitely many DP(R) steps. Applying Lemma 6 to 
s yields s = nav for which CXJ(av) and SN(v). We will show that av starts an infinite 
DP(R) U R-reduction containing infinitely many DP(R) steps. This follows from the 
following claim. 

Claim: If CXJ(av) and SN(v) then a', v' exist satisfying CXJ(a'v'), SN(v') and 

av -tR . -t DP(R) a'v'. 

We prove this claim by applying Lemma 6 on av. Since SN(v) the resulting n is empty, 
and we obtain w, x, I -t r- such that v -tR w, aw = Ix and CXJ(r-x). 'Write I = 0.10 , Kext we 
apply Lemma 6 on r-x, yielding r-x = n'a'v', SN(v'), v' -tR w', a'w' = l'x', and CXJ(r-'x'). By 
a'v' -tR a'w' = l'x' -tR r-'x' we conclude CXJ(a'v'). If #n' 2': #r- then x can be written as 
x = nl/a'v' implying an infinite reduction v -tR w = lox = lonl/a'v' -tR "', contradicting 
SN(v). Hence #n' < #r-, by which we can write r-' = n'a'r-o. Since a' is the leftmost symbol 
of I' we have a' E Z;D. Hence alo -t a'r-o is a rule from DP(R). We conclude 

av -tR aw = alox -tDP(R) a'r-ox = a'v', 

concluding the proofs of the claim and the if-part of the theorem. 
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For the only-if-part we prove assume SN(R) and prove SN(DP(R) U R), from which 
SN(DP(R)/ R) immediately follows. Due to type elimination / type introduction ([14]) 
SN(DP(R) U R) is equivalent to termination of well-typed reductions, for the typing a : 
s -t s for a E Z; and a : s -t t for a E Z;D. Reductions of type s are R-reductions that 
terminate by assumption. Assume an infinite reduction of type t exists, then every string 
in this reduction is of the shape an for a E Z;D, n E Z;*. By removing over-lines and adding 
the string r-' from the rule ai' -t r-'br-/I when the rule ai' -t In·/I from DP(R) is applied, this 
infinite DP(R)-reduction transforms to an infinite R-reduction, contradicting SN(R). 0 

Kote that for proving termination by dependency pairs only the if-part of Theorem 7 
is used; the only-if-part is only included for completeness of the theory. 

The standard dependency pair approach as proposed in [1] essentially coincides with 
the analysis of infinite well-typed reductions of type t, called chains. 

It is a natural question whether dependency pairs can be used for relative termination 
rather than termination. More precisely, if we want to prove SN(R/ S) and all other 
methods fail then we would try to prove SN(TI (R, S)/T2(R, S)) for transformations T1, T2 
for which we have the theorem 

A first guess would be Tl (R, S) = DP(R) and T2 (R, S) = R U S U DP(S), where DP is 
defined with respect to the defined symbols of R U S. However, then the desired theorem 
does not hold. For instance, let R consist of the rule a -t band S of the rule f(b) -t f(a). 
Then clearly SN(R/ S) does not hold, while SN(DP(R)/ ... ) holds by the trivial reason 
that DP(R) = 0. 

Instead a valid instance of the desired theorem is 

SN(DP(R U S)/(R US)) =? SN(R/S). 

This property immediately follows from Theorem 7 and the trivial implication SN(RUS) =? 

SN(R/S). This is applied in TORPA: ifSN(R/S) has to be proved and all other techniques 
fail then it is tried to prove SN(DP(R U S)/(R US)). However, this only may succeed if 
SN(R U S) holds, which is usually not the case. We leave as an open problem to find a 
non-trivial variant of the dependency pair transformation able to prove SN(R/ S) in case 
SN(R U S) does not hold. 

TORPA may find termination proofs of the following shape: 

• First zero or more rules are removed by polynomial interpretations. 

• Then the dependency pair transformation is applied on the SRS or its reverse. 

• Then a labelling is applied followed by repeated polynomial interpretations. After 
removing labels this step may be repeated a number of times. 

• Finally the termination proof of the original SRS is completed if after repeated poly
nomial interpretations no strict rules remain. 
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In termination proofs found by TORPA combining labelling and dependency pairs always 
the dependency pair transformation is applied first. It is also valid to do it the other 
way around: first apply labelling and then do the dependency pair transformation. The 
implementation of TORPA was extended in such a way that the dependency pair trans
formation was applied on the labelled systems. However, we did not find any example 
for which a termination proof was found using this extension while it was not found by 
the version without this extension. Therefore this extension has been removed from the 
present version. 

We conclude this section by an example where TORPA finds a termination proof by 
combining most of the techniques described in this paper. Due to the use of a random 
generator in search for a labelling it may occur that on different platforms or in subsequent 
attempts slightly different proofs are found. We apply TORPA on the SRS consisting of 
the four rules 

bca -t ababc, b -t cc, cd -t abca, 0,0, -t acba. 

First the polynomial interpretation d : AX' X + 1, rest identity, is chosen, by which the 
third rule is removed. Then the remaining SRS is reversed and the dependency pair 
transformation is applied, yielding the 10 rules 

acb -)= cbaba 
b -)= cc 
aa -)= abca 
Acb -> Baba 
Acb -> Aba 
Acb -> Ba 
Acb -> A 
Aa -> Abca 
Aa -> Bca 
Aa -> A 

By polynomial interpretations three rules are removed, and on the remaining 7 rules a 
quasi-model labelling is found, giving a labelled SRS consisting of 20 rules: 

Choose polynomial interpretation A: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: Acb -> Baba 
remove: Acb -> Ba 
remove: Aa -> Bca 
Remaining rules: 

acb -)= cbaba 
b -)= cc 
aa - )= abca 
Acb -> Aba 
Acb -> A 
Aa -> Abca 
Aa -> A 
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Apply labelling with the following interpretation in {O,l}: 
b: constant 1 

c: constant ° 
a: constant 0 
d: constant 0 
B: constant 1 
A: constant 0 

and label every symbol by the value of its argument. 

This is a quasi-model for 1) 0. 

Labelled system: 
aO cl bO -)= cl bO al bO aO 
aO cl bl - )= cl bO al bO al 
bO ->= cO cO 
bl ->= cO cl 
aO aO -)= al bO cO aO 
aO al -)= al bO cO al 
AO cl bO -> Ai bO aO 
AO cl bl -> Ai bO al 
AO cl bO - > AO 
AO cl bl -> Ai 
AO aO -> Ai bO cO aO 
AO al -> Ai bO cO al 
AO aO -> AO 
AO al -> Ai 
bl -)= bO 
cl -)= cO 
al -)= aO 
dl - )= dO 
Bl -)= BO 
Ai -)= AO 

By polynomial interpretations 10 of them are removed, yielding 

aO cl bO -)= cl bO al bO aO 
bO ->= cO cO 
aO aO - )= al bO cO aO 
aO al -)= al bO cO al 
AO aO -> Ai bO cO aO 
AO al -> Ai bO cO al 
AO aO - > AO 
AO al -> Ai 
al ->= aO 
Ai ->= AO 

Then by removing all labels it suffices to prove relative termination of 

acb -)= cbaba 
b -)= cc 
aa -)= abca 
Aa - ) Abca 
Aa -> A 
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By again finding a quasi-model labelling, applying polynomial interpretations and remov
ing all labels the rule Aa -> Abca is removed: 

Apply labelling with the following interpretation in {O,1}: 
b: constant 0 
c: constant 0 
a: constant 1 
d: identity 
B: identity 
A: identity 

and label every symbol by the value of its argument. 

This is a quasi-model for 1 > O. 

Labelled system: 
aO cO bO -)= cO bl aO bl aO 
aO cO bl -)= cO bl aO bl al 
bO - >= cO cO 
bl ->= cO cl 
al aO -)= aO bO cl aO 
al al -)= aO bO cl al 
Ai aO -> AO bO cl aO 
Ai al -> AO bO cl al 
Ai aO -> AO 
Ai al -> Ai 
bl -)= bO 
cl -)= cO 
al -)= aO 
dl -)= dO 
Bl -)= BO 
Ai - )= AO 

Choose polynomial interpretation dl lambda x.x+l , rest identity 
remove: dl ->= dO 
Choose polynomial interpretation Bl 
remove: Bl -)= BO 
Choose polynomial interpretation A1 
remove: Ai aO -> AO bO cl aO 
remove: A1 al -> AO bO cl al 
remove: A1 aO -> AO 
remove: A1 -)= AO 
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Remaining rules: 
aO cO bO -)= cO bl aO bl aO 
aO cO bl -)= cO bl aO bl al 
bO ->= cO cO 
bl ->= cO cl 
al aO ->= aO bO cl aO 
al al ->= aO bO cl al 
Ai al -> Ai 
bl ->= bO 
cl -)= cO 
al ->= aO 

Remove all labels, remaining unlabelled system: 
acb -)= cbaba 
b -)= cc 
aa - )= abca 

Aa -> A 

Next lhs's and rhs's are reversed, and for the resulting SRS for the third time in this 
proof a quasi-model labelling is found. Finally by consecutive polynomial interpretations 
all strict rules are removed, proving relative termination and concluding the termination 
proof of the original SRS: 

Reverse every lhs and rhs of the system. 

Apply labelling with the following interpretation in {O,1}: 
b: identity 

c: constant 0 
a: identity 
d: constant 0 
B: constant 0 
A: constant 1 

and label every symbol by the value of its argument. 

This is a quasi-model for 1) 0. 

Labelled system: 
bO cO aO -)= aO bO aO bO cO 
bO c1 a1 -)= aO bO aO bO cl 
bO - >= cO cO 
bl ->= cO cl 
aO aO -)= aO cO bO aO 
al al ->= aO cl bl al 
al AO -> AO 
al Ai -> Ai 
bl -)= bO 
cl - )= cO 
al -)= aO 
dl - )= dO 
Bl -)= BO 
Ai -)= AO 
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Choose polynomial interpretation al lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: bO cl al ->= aO bO aO bO cl 
remove: al al -)= aO cl bl al 
remove: al AO -> AO 
remove: al Ai -> Ai 
remove: al ->= aO 
Choose polynomial interpretation bl lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: bl ->= cO cl 
remove: bl ->= bO 
Choose polynomial interpretation cl lambda x.x+l, rest identity 

remove: cl ->= cO 
Choose polynomial interpretation dl lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: dl ->= dO 
Choose polynomial interpretation Bl lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: Bl ->= BO 
Choose polynomial interpretation Ai lambda x.x+l, rest identity 

remove: Ai ->= AO 
Relatively terminating since no strict rules remain. 

The full complicated proof was found completely automatically by TORPA in one or two 
seconds. 

7 Collatz problem 

In this section we will show how the well-known Collatz problem can be coded as the 
termination problem of a SRS consisting of 7 small rules over 5 symbols. The reason to 
include this in this paper is twofold: on the one hand it illustrates the power of termination 
of small SRSs, and on the other hand techniques developed in this paper are helpful in 
the proof that our SRS coding is indeed correct: we even use TORPA in this proof of 
correctness. 

The Collatz problem is called after 1. Collatz who posed this problem in 1937; it is 
also called Syracuse problem or 3n + 1 problem. The problem is whether for every positive 
natural number 0,0 there exists n such that an = 1, where 

_ { a n _I/2 if an_ 1 is even 
an - 3 l'f . dd an_ 1 + 1 an_ 1 IS 0 

for n = 1,2,3, .... It is conjectured that this holds for every positive natural number 0,0; 

it has been proven in Mathematica that it holds for all positive natural numbers < 10 15 

([13]). An overview on this problem is given in [11]; much more references may be found 
by searching for 'Syracuse' or 'Collatz' on the internet. At a first glance one may expect 
that a full programming framework including integer arithmetic is required to express this 
conjecture. However, this is not true. Let C be the SRS consisting of the following seven 
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rules: 
hll -t Ih llhb -t llsb 

Is -t sl 
bs -t bh 

hlb -t tllb 
It -t tIll 
bt -t bh 

over the five symbols b (blank), h (half), s (shift), t (triple) and 1. This SRS can be seen 
as a kind of a Turing machine with an elastic tape: the tape alphabet consists of 1 and 
b where b is the blank symbol, and h, sand t are the machine states. By h the head is 
shifted to the right while contracting two tape cells to one; by sand t the head is shifted 
to the left while by t every cell is tripled. 

We will show that the above conjecture is equivalent to termination of C. We do not 
make progress in proving the conjecture (we agree with Paul Erdos that "mathematics is 
not yet ready for such problems"), we only prove this equivalence. Hence TORPA will not 
be able to prove termination of C. 

Theorem 8 The SRS C is terminating if and only for every positive natural number 00 
there exists n .mch that an = 1. 

Proof: With respect to C for n > 1 we have 

and for n 2': 0 we have 

This latter reduction describes two steps in the sequence: if Ok = 2n + 1 then 0k+ I = 
3(2n + 1) + 1 = 6n + 4 and 0k+2 = 3n + 2. Hence if the number 1 does not occur in the 
infinite sequence 00, 0 1, 02, ... then also 2 and 4 do not occur, and by the above reduction 
patterns we obtain an infinite C-reduction starting from the string bhl aOb. This proves the 
'only if'-part of the theorem. 

For the 'if'-part we assume that the SRS admits an infinite reduction ; we will show 
that then a number 00 exists such that the infinite sequence 00, 0 1, 02, ... does not contain 
the number 1, concluding the proof the theorem. 

By adding symbols b in front and behind the first string in the infinite reduction, this 
first string is of the shape bU I bU2b· .. bUkb where U I , ... , Uk are strings not containing b. Due 
to the shape of the rules the only way such a string can be rewritten is that U; is replaced by 
u; for some i satisfying bu;b -t bu;b, and Uj is unchanged for all j i i. Since the number of 
b-s never changes during the infinite reduction and every reduction step takes place in one 
of the finite number of k positions, for some i there is an infinite reduction starting in the 
string bu;b. Omitting the index i now we have an infinite reduction starting in the string 
bub where U is a string not containing the symbol b. Now we will prove that U contains 
exactly one shift symbol, where the symbols h, s, t are called shift symbols. If U does not 
contain shift symbols then bub is a normal form not admitting an infinite reduction. 
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Assume u contains two or more shift symbols. In the elastic Turing machine interpre
tation this can be seen as a configuration with more than one head on the same tape. We 
will show that then bub does not admit an infinite reduction. In the style of TORPA we 
choose a labelling in {O, I}: we choose 

h (x) = x, ib(X) = 0, ih(X) = is(x) = it(x) = 1 

for x E {O, I}. Clearly the model requirement il = iT holds for all rules I -t 7". In our 
argument labelling of 1 and b does not playa role, hence we will only label h, s, t. From 
the shape of the rules we see that the number of shift symbols does not change during 
rewriting, hence this number remains always two or more in the reduction of bub. Since 
ih, is and it are all constant 1, all labels left from the rightmost shift symbol will be 1. 
Hence in the labelled version of the infinite C-reduction of bub the rules bs; -t bh; and 
bt; -t bh; are only applied for i = 1. So we obtain an infinite reduction of the labelled 
system 

holl -t lho llhob -t llsob holb -t tollb 
h ill -t lhl Iso -t sol Ito -t tolll 

lS I -t s l l lt l -t t llll 
bS I -t bhl bt l -t bhl 

However, this SRS is terminating. 'Writing h, s, t, H, S, T for ho, so, to, h i , S\, t l , 
respectively, this is easily proved by TORPA only using polynomial interpretations: 

Choose polynomial interpretation 
h: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: l1hb -> 11sb 
remove: hlb -> tl1b 
Choose polynomial interpretation 
S: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: bS -> bH 

Choose polynomial interpretation 
T: lambda x.x+l, rest identity 
remove: bT -> bH 

Reverse every Ihs and rhs of the system and choose 
polynomial interpretation: 
t and T: lambda x.10x, rest lambda x.x+l 
remove: h11 -> lh 
remove: H11 -> lH 
remove: 1t -> t1ll 
remove: 1T -> Tlll 
Choose polynomial interpretation: 
1: lambda x.10x, rest lambda x.x+l 
remove: 1s -> 81 
remove: 1S -> Sl 
Terminating since no rules remain. 

As a consequence, we conclude that u contains exactly one shift symbol. Hence u = 
bl kal mb for some a E {h, s, t} and natural numbers k, Tn. If a = h then we have 
bhlk+2mb -t* blkhlmb = u. If a = s then u = blkslmb -t* bhlk+mb is the only re
duction of length k + 1 of u, hence bhlk+mb occurs in the infinite reduction of u. If a = t 
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then It = b1 kt1 mb -t* bh1 k+3mb is the only reduction of length k + 1 of It, hence bh1 k+3mb 
occurs in the infinite reduction of It. In all cases we found an infinite reduction of a term of 
the shape bh1 nb for some n. Now choose 0,0 = n. Note that reducing bh1 nb is deterministic: 
in every term at most one redex occurs. Since bh12kb -t* bh1 kb for every k > 1, bh12kb 
has no infinite reduction for k s: 1, and bh12k+ l b -t* bh13k+2b for every k 2': 0, the infinite 
reduction of bh1 nb gives rise to an infinite sequence 0,0, a l , 0,2, ... not containing 2 and 4, 
and hence not containing 1. 0 

The SRS C admits many variations for which Theorem 8 can be proved too. There 
are versions over more than five symbols for which a simpler proof can be given, but we 
preferred to keep C as simple as possible: 7 rules over 5 symbols, and every lhs and rhs has 
length at most 4. We did not succeed in improving any of these three restrictions while 
keeping the other two. 

8 Conclusions and Further Research 

TORPA is the first tool for automatically proving termination based on semantic labelling. 
It is able to find termination proofs fully automatically for many SRSs. Often a generated 
proof is of a shape that it is very unlikely that it was ever found by a human. This is not 
only due to restrictions in the implementation of TORPA: there are many small SRSs for 
which TORPA automatically finds a termination proof, but for which finding any human 
proof allowing any presently known technique seems to be a really hard job. On the other 
hand, the generated proofs are usually not more than a few pages of text, including many 
details. For people being familiar with the underlying theory as explained in this paper, 
verifying the generated proofs is never a hard job, at most it may be boring. 

However, there are very small SRSs, like the single rule aabb -t bbbaaa, for which 
TORPA fails to find a termination proof, and MatchBox ([7]) seems to succeed. 

Roughly speaking, TORPA combines a number of transformations on SRSs all having 
the property that termination of the original SRS can be concluded from termination of 
the transformed SRS. The termination proof always ends in an empty SRS, or an SRS not 
containing strict rules, or an SRS for which termination is proved by recursive path order. 
Sometimes a great number of transformations is applied consecutively, and sometimes the 
intermediate SRSs are much bigger than the original SRS. For instance, applying TORPA 
on the SRS consisting of the three rules 

aeb -t baba, b -t eae, 0,0, -t abea 

over the three symbols a, b, e yields an intermediate SRS of 27 rules over 10 symbols after 
applying both the dependency pair transformation and a labelling, while the ultimate 
termination proof is given by systematically breaking down this big SRS in a number of 
steps. 

Except for the very often used transformation of reversing all lhs's and rhs's all tech
niques used in TORPA also apply for term rewriting rather than string rewriting. Hence 
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a natural follow up will be a verSIOn of TORPA capable of proving termination of term 
rewriting. 
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